
Ulisse Dining

ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS



WARNING
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE BEGINNING INSTALLATION.
IMPROPER INSTALLATION OF THE PRODUCT MAY CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY

Warranties for all products purchased from Resource Furniture, LLC are 
only valid if the product has been properly assembled, Installed by a trained 
professional, and operated in accordance with the assembly instructions.

Resource Furniture accepts no responsibility for any damage or injury caused 
by Improper Installation.

No anchor can be used twice. If the product is removed from the wall, new 
anchor holes must be drilled and new hardware must be used.

All hardware must be properly tightened. No parts of the model should be 
left loose or unstable.

Installation must be performed by a licensed contractor or a trained 
professional, who will ensure proper assembly and installation.

Installation must be performed by at least 2 people.

Improper installation of this product can cause serious or fatal injury.

Improper installation may result in permanent damage to the bed.

The wall bed must be secured to the wall in four locations using appropriate 
hardware. The contractor or installer must select the proper anchoring hardware.

• The wall anchors included are for solid concrete walls only.
• Walls with wooden studs: Wood screws must be screwed into wooden studs in

the wall.
• Any other wall composition: A proper wall anchor suitable for the wall’s

construction must be selected by the contractor or installer.
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ULISSE MATTRESS
Recommended weight: ~ 66lbs 
Recommended size: 78 3/4  x 59 x 7inches 
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1 1 RIGHT SIDE PANEL

2 1 LEFT SIDE PANEL

3 1 TOP HORIZONTAL PANEL

4 1 BOTTOM HORIZONTAL PANEL

5 1 BED BASE

6 2 BACK PANELS
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CODE QTY DESCRIPTION

Ulisse Dining

77 11

88 11

99 11

SPLINE TO JOIN LOWER  BACK PANELSSPLINE TO JOIN LOWER  BACK PANELS

1010 11

Dining

DINING MECHANISM

DINING TABLE
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1 ALLEN WRENCH 

Ø 3 MM

1 ALLEN WRENCH 
Ø 5 MM

1
ALLEN WRENCH 

Ø 6 MM



A’ 8 Pins

B’ 8 Cams

C’ 28 Wood screws to attach 
back panels to structure

D’

E’ 4

Wall mounting 

angle brackets

F’

G’ 2

H’

I’

J’

K’

L’

M’

N’

D
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E:

Machine bolt to attach bed 
base to structure

4 Machine bolts for attaching 
dining mechanism to structure



ASSEMBLY OF THE STRUCTURE 

IMAGE 1

Screw 4 (A)  pins into both the(1) right vertical and (2) left vertical panels.
Attach the  (3)  horizontal top and  (4)  horizontal bottom panel to the vertical panels by inserting and tightening 8  
(B) cams. Attach the bottom (6) back panel to the structure using the (C) wood screws and insert the (7) spline into
the groove of the back panels before adding the (6) upper back panel.

A
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Attaching the dining mechanism to the structure

Attach the dining mechanism to the structure using 4 machine 
bolts (D).



Wand Lighting 
Installation Guideline for Penelope /Ulisse/ Altea/Telemaco

• Headboard must be installed on site before light fixture

• Drill 1/2” hole at 10 1/4” above headboard and 1 1/2” in from the side

• Install mounting Plate with provided wood screws, aligning the 1/2” drill holes

Wand Light Exploded Diagram

Cord Length = 118”

Front

Back

85 1/2" to
bottom of 
receptacle
cover plate
from floor

30 3/8"



detail 
21a

IMAGE 21:
Ensure that the structure is level and plumb.
To compensate for any floor unevenness, use the adjustable feet on the 
bottom panel (det. 21a) to level the structure.

21
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Ulisse Dining

After the unit is level and plumb it should be securely attached to the wall 
using the metal angle mounting brackets as shown in the images below.

A proper wall anchor suitable for the wall’s construction must
be selected by the contractor or installer.
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- Hold the bed base in the horizontal position( Image 4), lining up the holes in the side
panels with the holes in the bed base(Image 5)
- Insert and fasten machine bolt (G) on the left and right side of the bed base.(Do not
fasten the machine bolt G too tight)
- Once the bed base is secured, tighten the inset screw(A)located on the round -
shaped fitting on both sides (Image 6)

Connecting the bed base to the structure

Ulisse Dining

ADAM / ADAM TAVOLO
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BA

Once the pistons are connected slowly open the bed base.

The legs of the bed base will lift off the floor until the weight of the mattress 
has been added.

The pistons can only be installed after the structure has been anchored to the 
wall and the bed base is securely attached to the structure. (as shown in 
image 4,5,6)

• Remove the pistons from the sides of the bed by loosening the "acorn" nut.
• Fit the fork shaped connection of each piston over the bolts located on the bed

base (A).
• One installer must get inside the structure while two other installers lift the bed

base into the closed position. With the bed base in the closed position the top
ends of the pistons will align with the connections located on the metal plates
on the vertical side panels.

• The "acorn" nut must be fastened to the bolt on the vertical sides. (B)
• After the pistons have been installed, the additional two installers can carefully

open the bed to let the installer out.
• Never try to force the pistons closed by hand or any other means.
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Ulisse Dining

Connecting the Pistons

Connecting the pistons requires a minimum of 2 installers.
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Insert the metal brackets of the dining mechanism through 

the holes in the front panels.

Use machine bolts (N) to attach the dining mechanism to the bed base.
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Ulisse Sofa: Remove back cushions from sofa 
and store.

Ulisse Dining: Remove articles from table  
surface that are more than 1” high

1

SAFELY OPERATING YOUR 

ULISSE/ULISSE SOFA/ULISSE DINING

To Open Your Bed:

Release the two mattress straps by squeezing 
the center of the clasp.

Tuck the straps under the mattress

4

Congratulations on your Ulisse Wall Bed! 
We’ll bet you didn’t even know how smart you were. Of course, you are now the envy of all of 
your friends and neighbors, so get used to being admired.
Your Ulisse Wall Bed system is designed to provide a lifetime of comfort and function, so follow 
these instructions and you’ll get along famously.

2 Release Latches are located on both sides in  
the space between the outer structure and the 
front panel. 

Reach in with your index finger and release either 
one of the latches, pulling forward slightly on the 
release latch.

For your safety, the bed frame will automatically 
stop after opening a few inches.

Grasp one of the legs or the edge of the steel 
frame of the bed to pull down.

Make sure to support the bed frame for  
the entire descent until both bed legs are 
firmly resting on the floor.

3

  Just one more thing – you can stand on principle, but never stand on the sofa or the table!

SEE YOU IN THE MORNING!5

Latch



Ulisse is one of over 60 bed systems designed and made in Italy by Clei, the global leader 
in transforming furniture design and manufacturing for more than 50 years. 

We know you’ll be very happy together - Ciao!

Remove bed pillows and tuck bedding in on all 
sides around and under the mattress

Latch both mattress straps over the bedding.

1

To Close Your Bed:

  Just one more thing – you can stand 
on principle, but never stand on the  
sofa or the table!

New York | Los Angeles | San Francisco | Toronto | Vancouver  | Calgary | Montreal | Mexico City

969 Third Avenue @ 58th Street | 4th Floor | NYC | 212.753.2039
314 North Crescent Heights Blvd. @ Beverly Blvd. | LA | 323.655.0115
300 Kansas Street | Suite 105 | 16th Street Entrance | SF | 415.872.9350

resourcefurniture.com

HAVE A GREAT DAY!3

Stand toward one of the sides of the bed and 
grasp the underside of the steel bed frame to lift.

Ulisse Sofa: Do not grasp or attempt to lift 
the sofa!  Lift only the bed frame!

Ulisse Dining: Do not grasp or attempt to lift 
the table! Lift only the bed frame!

Continue to lift bed frame as you walk forward 
toward wall. The sofa or table will rise as the bed 
frame closes.

Push bed frame into structure until you hear the 
latches “click.”

2

Your Uliise Wall Bed is designed so that most 
bedding can remain on the bed when closed. If 
you experience any difficulty closing the bed, your 
bedding might be too thick. 

Note
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